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1 Introduction
When developing LPC800 parts in MDK, and LPC8N04 part in MCUXpresso, customer may face a problem. After compilation,
the HEX file may not contain the Criterion for Valid User Code, It may result in the user code burned into chips cannot be executed.
The Criterion for Valid User Code is used to judge whether the user code is valid or invalid. The reserved CPU exception vector
location 7 (offset 0x0000 001C in the vector table) should contain the 2’s complement of the checksum of table entries 0 through
6. It causes the checksum of the first 8 table entries to be 0.
During startup, the bootloader code calculates checksum for the first 8 locations in sector 0 of the flash. If the checksum is not
zero; indicating valid user code is not found, the bootloader enters USART ISP mode automatically while do not execute the code
from address 0x0.
If developing LPC800 parts using IAR, after compiling, the Criterion for Valid User Code will be added into HEX file automatically.
While using MDK and MCUXpresso, after compiling, the Criterion for Valid User Code will not be added into HEX file automatically,
it is needed to do something manually to add the criteria.
Below methods introduce how to add Criterion for Valid User Code into HEX file automatically during compile procedure under
MDK and MCUXpresso.

2 Solutions to add Criterion for Valid User Code into HEX file
2.1 Under MDK
There are two solutions to add the Criterion for Valid User Code during MDK compile procedure.

2.1.1 Solution1
Enter “Options for target” setting interface, click “User” tab,
Add user command #1: $K\ARM\BIN\ELFDWT.EXE !L BASEADDRESS(0x00000000)
See Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Add user command #1
The Criterion for valid user code is shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Get the Criterion for valid user code
When get the Criterion for valid user code, add it into Keil_startup.s file, at offset 0x0000 001C in the vector table as Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Add the Criterion for valid user code into Keil_startup.s file

2.1.2 Solution2
Another solution to put the Criterion for Valid User Code into HEX file is running user command totally.
First, add user command #1:
$K\ARM\BIN\ELFDWT.EXE !L BASEADDRESS(0x00000000)
Second, add user command #2:
$K\ARM\ARMCC\BIN\fromelf.exe --i32 --output=xxx.hex .\Objects\xxx.axf
NOTE
Solution2 works for NXP LPC800 Code Bundle MDK. For NXP LPC800 SDK MDK, SDK uses different compiling
config, the solution2 cannot be used, only the solution1 can work.

2.2 Under MCUXpresso
MCUXpresso IDE provides an API, named: __valid_user_code_checksum
User is required to add this API into Keil_startup.s file, at offset 0x0000 001C in the vector table. Then, the Criterion for Valid User
Code is added into HEX file after compilation.
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Figure 4. Add the Criterion for valid user code into Keil_startup.s file
For those LPC800 parts with available SDK code, the API is already added at 0x1C.
For LPC8N04, without available SDK code, maybe user uses different version code to do development. And for LPC8N04, the
chip has different silicon versions with different bootloader, special attention is required to the vector checksum verification.
There are two bootloader versions (version 0.12 and version 0.14) available for the LPC8N04. The difference between the two
Boot ROM versions is that version 0.14 supports application vector checksum verification before booting the image while version
0.12 does not support.
If the code for bootloader version 0.12 is used directly for bootloader version 0.14 chips, the vector checksum verification missing
issue maybe happened. User need check whether the API exists on 0x1C in the vector table. If not, need add the API manually
to 0x1C. The code for bootloader version 0.14 do not have this issue.
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